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What is in this product guide?

This product guide contains general information about household 

contents insurance. Which risks does this insurance cover? Which 

factors affect the level of the premium? What can you expect 

from an insurer and what does an insurer expect of you? Insu-

rers would like to help you with this product guide to make the 

right choice of insurance. This product guide has been compiled 

according to the rules of the Dutch Association of Insurers 

(verbond van Verzekeraars). No rights may be derived from it.

Would you like more information?

Always thoroughly read the policy terms of the insurance 

you are taking out. They contain important information on the 

 premium, coverage and potential exclusions from coverage by 

the specific insurance. When you take out insurance, it is a good 

idea to check whether you are not already insured against a par-

ticular risk by a different policy. If you would like to find out more 

about a particular type of insurance, insurers or your insurance 

adviser would be pleased to provide you with information. More 

information and product guides for other types of insurance can 

also be found at www.allesoververzekeren.nl. 
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What is household contents insurance?

The things in your home can become damaged in many ways. 

The financial consequences are often considerable. Household 

contents insurance insures you against the financial consequen-

ces of these types of events. You can take out buildings insurance 

for the house itself. 

Which risks does household contents 

insurance cover?

Generally, household contents insurance covers damage to the 

items in your home as a result of such events as fire, storm, theft, 

lightning or an explosion. Damage caused by you yourself with 

intent is never compensated. 

More extensive coverage

With some insurers, you can opt for more extensive coverage in 

addition to the standard coverage. It is possible to take out spe-

cial insurance for very valuable items, such as jewellery. This is 

known as valuables insurance.

A deductible sometimes applies to the insurance. 

What are the insurer’s obligations?

The insurer handles damage
Once you have reported damage, the insurer will arrange with 

you to handle it as quickly as possible. It is important for the insu-

rer to be able to properly evaluate the extent of the damage and 

how it happened. It may hire an expert to do so. You may then 

also opt to have an expert of your own examine the damage. This 

is called a counter-appraisal.

Damage compensation is determined by the expert based on the 

new value or current value of the damaged item. When com-

pensating for the current value, the insurer will use a deprecia-

tion percentage. 

The insurer will inform you of changes
Certain things may change during the term of the insurance, 

both for you and for the insurer. This may include:

… an expansion or limitation of your coverage;

… adjustment to the premium.

You can count on your insurer to keep you informed of changes 

that are important to you. 

What are my obligations?

•	 You are to give the insurer complete and correct information 

when taking out the insurance. This enables the insurer to 

estimate the risk accurately and set the premium. If your 

statements are not honest or complete at the time of taking 

out the insurance or during its term, this may mean that the 

insurer will not pay out in the event of damage. It could also 

result in the insurer cancelling the insurance.

•	 You are to let the insurer know if anything changes in your 

situation or circumstances during the term of the insurance, 

such as a change of address or a change to your family situ-

ation. 

•	 You are to pay the premium on time, otherwise there is a 

chance that there will not be coverage if something happens.

•	 You are to do everything you can to prevent and limit 

damage. 

•	 If you nonetheless do suffer or cause damage, you will report 

this to the insurer as quickly as possible. You are always to 

provide complete and accurate information. 

Which factors determine the level of 

the premium?

A number of things are important when the insurer determines 

the premium. Among the items the insurer will examine are:

•	 the coverage;

•	 the insured amount you have chosen on a first loss basis.

What does the insurer do with the 

premium?

The insurer uses the premium:

•	 to compensate for damage to your things for which you are 

insured;

•	 to hire an expert to assess the damage when necessary;

•	 to arrange for broken items to be removed: these are known 

as clearance costs;

•	 for expenses you must incur in limiting the damage: these are 

known as salvage costs;

•	 for administrative expenses;

•	 to support the Salvage Foundation. This is an organisation 

providing personal assistance and maximum damage limita-

tion after a fire. See www.stichtingsalvage.nl;

•	 to ensure that its organisation and the people it works with 

are as knowledgeable and service-oriented as possible, so 

that they deal with your insurance questions and personal 

information in a focused and extremely careful manner; 

•	 to pay any fee to an insurance adviser for its services and 

advice. This applies when you take out insurance through 

an insurance adviser. You may also pay the fee directly to 

your insurance adviser, in which case it is not part of the pre-

mium. So an insurance adviser’s advice does not come free of 

charge.
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Glossary of key terms

Clearance costs

Clearance costs can arise following damage. These include the 

cost of cleaning up the remainder of your household contents so 

that you can install new possessions in your home.

Counter-appraisals

After damage is caused, the insurer can bring in an expert to 

determine the damage. The expert will usually be able to work 

it out with you but you can also hire your own expert. If the 

damage is covered, the insurer will also compensate you for your 

expenses in this regard. The insurer will reimburse you for as 

much as possible of the expert’s fees.

Deductible

You and your insurer agree that you will pay for a certain amount 

of damage yourself. This sum is known as your deductible.  

Depreciation percentage

If the insurer compensates for the current value, it will use a 

depreciation percentage. This is the portion of the product’s value 

that was lost after you bought it. The insurer then calculates the 

percentage of the original value to pay to you. The level of the 

depreciation percentage depends on the age, the type of product 

and the condition of the product.

Dutch Association of Insurers (Verbond van Verzekeraars)

The Dutch Association of Insurers is the interest group for private 

insurers in the Dutch market. Together, the Association’s mem-

bers represent more than 95 per cent of the insurance market.

Expert

An expert assesses damage that has occurred and also determi-

nes the extent of the damage.

First loss

With insurance on a first loss basis, the actual value of the house-

hold contents is not examined in the event of damage. The 

damage will be compensated in full, but no more than the insu-

red amount is ever paid out.

Intent

Damage intentionally caused by an insured party is not insured. 

“Intentionally” here means someone deliberately doing – or deli-

berately failing to do – something, without having any regard to 

the consequences. 

New value and current value

New value 
The amount you receive from the insurer enables you to buy a 

new item of the same type and quality. This is the new value. 

Current value 
Items become less valuable over time because of obsolescence or 

wear. After all, there are already new products in the shops that 

are often technically better than the old ones. If your items are 

no longer new, the insurer will deduct a certain amount from the 

new value. This is called depreciation. So the current value equals 

the new value minus depreciation.

The policy terms indicate whether you will receive the new or cur-

rent value.

Policy terms and conditions

Insurance is a contract between you and the insurer. This contract 

is set out in a policy sheet and policy terms. Together these are 

called the policy. The policy indicates precisely: 

•	 the premium;

•	 the deductibles;

•	 insured risks;

•	 exclusions;

•	 your rights and obligations;

•	 the insurer’s rights and obligations.

The policy is therefore a very important document. For this rea-

son, you should read it thoroughly.

Premium

The premium is the amount of money you pay for the insurance. 

You must pay the premium on time to avoid finding yourself not 

covered.

Salvage costs

Sometimes expenses have to be incurred right at the time of an 

event or afterwards: to reduce damage, or to prevent damage 

that is at risk of occurring. These are known as salvage costs and 

cover such cases as having to break glass in order to to grab a fire 

extinguisher.


